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	Archaeological report on el-Ahwat, a mysterious but important site in the highlands of ancient Canaan. In previous publications, the author suggested that el-Ahwat may be identified with the biblical site of harosheth hagoiim (Judges 4-5).


	I first heard of el-Ahwat in the summer

	of 1995, when I was invited

	to see the new site and participate

	in a meeting of scholars trying to

	understand some rather unusual

	aspects about the place. It was my

	first chance to see, and then suggest,

	the possible cultural connection

	between the Nuraghic culture

	of Sardinia and this new site in

	Canaan.





	Only rarely does an archaeologist

	or historian have the opportunity

	to encounter such a connection.

	In most of our work we meet facts

	of varying value: dates, events,

	names, or, in the field of archaeology,

	architecture and small finds.

	A direct relationship between an

	historical narrative — like that of

	the Shardana, in our case — and a

	newly discovered site is extremely

	rare. Moreover, the part played by

	hypothesis in such a case is quite

	large, and many details invariably

	remain theoretical.





	However, many unusual items

	in the archaeological examination

	of el-Ahwat deserve attention and

	explanation. For this reason, simply

	limiting oneself to the realm

	of pure data does not sufficiently

	meet the true intellectual challenge:

	1 To our great sorrow and regret, Professor

	Michael Heltzer did not live to see

	the final publication of this volume.

	attempting to draw a new picture

	from a synthesis of the revealed

	architecture and artifacts.
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Agile Web Application Development with Yii 1.1 and PHP5Packt Publishing, 2010

	This book is a step by step tutorial in developing a real-world application using the incremental and iterative approach to software development. You learn about agile software development by leaning on the agile nature of the Yii application development framework. You touch on each aspect of the software development lifecycle by building a...
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Game Programming for Teens, Second EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2005
What is programming? Programming, according to Dictionary.com, is “a set of coded instructions that enables a machine, especially a computer, to perform a desired sequence of operations.” In other words, programming allows you to make your computer do whatever you want it to do. Programming is used in everything related to the computer,...
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MicroRNA Cancer Regulation: Advanced Concepts, Bioinformatics and Systems Biology ToolsSpringer, 2013

	This edited reflects the current state of knowledge about the role of microRNAs in the formation and progression of solid tumours. The main focus lies on computational methods and applications, together with cutting edge experimental techniques that are used to approach all aspects of microRNA regulation in cancer. We are sure that the...
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Linear Systems Control: Deterministic and Stochastic MethodsSpringer, 2008
Control engineering is a multidisciplinary subject which is critical to the operation of modern technology and which is nearly invisible in daily life. From atomic force microscopes, through PC disk drives and drive-by-wire engine controls to Boeing 747’s and to space shuttles, multivariable controls underlie many of a the devices which are...
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The JavaScript Anthology: 101 Essential Tips, Tricks & HacksSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2006
Using a cookbook approach, The JavaScript Anthology will show you how to apply JavaScript to solve over 101 common Web Development challenges. You'll discover how-to:
 

	Optimize your code so that it runs faster
	Create Ajax applications with the XmlHttpRequest object
	Validate web forms to improve usability
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Social Media Analytics Strategy: Using Data to Optimize Business PerformanceApress, 2017

	This book shows you how to use social media analytics to optimize your business performance. The tools discussed will prepare you to create and implement an effective digital marketing strategy. From understanding the data and its sources to detailed metrics, dashboards, and reports, this book is a robust tool for anyone seeking a tangible...
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